Kristalova cesta z.s.
has the pleasure
to invite you to

HIAH PARK
IN PRAGUE 2021

Divine Child
WORKSHOP
20–21 November 2021
(20 Nov – 10–17, 21 Nov – 9–16)
€ 300
Contemporary, Nám. Míru 820/9, Praha 2

PRIVATE SESSIONS
(approx 60 min)

16–19 November 2021
€ 200
location upon request
Appointment by telephone is required.

Workshop applications at www.kristalovacesta.cz
e-mail: hiahparkpraha@seznam.cz
phone: +420 608 800 350 (Stepan Kocourek)

HIAH PARK

is a korean shaman (mudang) who specializes in the art
of ritual dance. She has worked as a court musician and
dancer in the korean classical tradition, has received a
master of arts degree in dance, and has taught korean
dance and ethnology - as well as sound and movement
improvisation - in universities.
Since her initiation as a mudang in 1981, Park has traveled
extensively, performing shamanic ritual dance, trance
dance, and traditional korean dance throughout the
United States, Europe, and Korea. She also conducts
lectures and workshops dealing with spiritual healing
and techniques of ecstasy.

Divine Child

One who is connected with divine ‘Source’/God, has a more powerful focus on their
own power, connecting this Divine Energy, without resistance. Our Inner Being,
the Spirit is vibrational vortex energy, it is the power in us. When we become the
co-creator with this divine Source, it becomes our true nature, our True Being, the
Divine Child.
This powerful potential entity in every human being is the most mysterious & powerful
experience we can have in our life, especially times like now, we need to experience
this powerful divine energy, since it is not just words but you need to experience in
your being!! And this is the only reason we human beings continuously reincarnate
life after life until we realize it fully its divine quality!!
I know we all really want to have Peaceful, Loving, Joyful life. All we need to do is
commit ourselves to creating it and stay with the original heart of the divine child
within.
To create a joyful, and loving world begins with knowing your True Self, it is the
“Divine Child” within. Then “know yourself”, it means we are realizing why we are
here in this world! We are here ‘to create’ the ‘Golden Age’, not only experiencing
habitual suffering.
It is so important to understand “human beings” are capable of “Love”, and “human
beings” are capable of being “joyful”, “human beings” are capable of creating the
world as you want.
Hiah Park

